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ABSTRACT 

Among various models proposed so far, attempting to explain the anomalous 

L+C-7 events, four representative types of models, i.e. I) Z” --+ S or P + 7 + 

t+t--r, II) zo + z& + 7 + FL-7 (anomalous magnetic moment interaction), 

III) Z” + a* + @* -+ L+L-7 (excited lepton) and IV) S or P + ZuSrt + 7 are 

confronted with a test of the distribution in the angle between photon and one of 

the leptons. All these four models seem to fail to provide the explanation to the 

angular characteristics of the data. However, more statistics is needed to arrive 

at firm conclusions with regards to the mechanism of the events, including as 

well the bremsstrahlung contribution. 
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1. Introduction- - 

The anomalous radiative decays Zc + t+t-7 (L = c,~) observed recently 

by UAl and UA2 collaborations “J’ at the CERN pp collider seem to require a 

new physical picture which might strongly depart from the standard SU(2)xU(l) 

electroweak theory!’ The most natural way of going beyond the standard model 

is perhaps to invoke the underlying substructure within the weak gauge bosons 

W*,Zc’ and/or presently “basic” fermions, i.e. leptons and quarks. Indeed 

from such viewpoint extensive theoretical efforts have already been devoted 

to understanding the observed anomalous L+L-7 events. The explanations 

suggested for such events in the literature can be classified into the following 

three types based on the assumption of the compositeness of either the weak 

bosons 

“--01 or ferrnions: I.1 IlOl 

(I) The radiative Z” decay proceeds via Ze -+ S or P + 7 + l+L-7, where 

the intermediate S(P) is a hypothetical scalar (pseudoscalar) partner to the Z”- 

boson. Within the composite Zc model, such particle can exist as a result of 

splitting from the 2’ by hyperfine interactions among the constituents. 

(II) The radiative transition goes via anomalous 227 couplings due to large 

anomalous magnetic moment of the Z” : Zc ---) ZvSrt + 7 + @L-7. 

(III) The radiative transition goes via production of an excited lepton e* 

and a normal lepton C(@ --) L*J?+ ti*), followed by subsequent electromagnetic 

de-excitation of the L*(C* + L7). 

Among other options considered!“’ we note: 

(IV) The attempts to account for the anomalous events due to other particle 

decays such as S * girt + 7 + FL-7, where S is the scalar bound state of the 

composite models (Veltmgnl”’ ) and P + Z~i~ + 7 --* @C-7, where P is the 

corresponding pseudoscalar boson (Marciano 1111 ). 
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Which model if any can be realistic? To answer the question-one has to per- 

form various detailed tests to these models. The aim of the present paper is to 

perform the systematic study on the angular distribution: ~/dE.,dcos 0t-7,where 

et-? is the angle between the photon and one of the produced leptons L- = e- 

or JJ-,assuming the above four mechanisms and to point out that the angular 

characteristics of the observed events impose rather strong constraints on the 

models. The data indicate that”lial &(in c+c-7) = 14.4’ f 4.0’ (UAl), B&(in 

C+C-$ = 31.8’ (UA2), 6ie7(in p+p-7) = 7.9’ (UAl). Note that one of the 

leptons is always produced in the “forward” direction, or in other words, 4+ and 

e- are emitted nearly back to back with each other. In order to compare the the- 

oretically calculated angular distributions with the experimental data,we utilize 

as a measure the following Forward-backward” asymmetry, 

where “forward” means a direction in which an angle between one of the leptons 

and photon is smaller than 00, i.e. 0 5 8l-, < 60 or 0 2 et+7 < 80 (equivalently 

81 5 tit-, 5 R) and “backward” means a direction in which the angles between 

a photon and both of the leptons are larger than 80, i.e. 00 5 et-, 5 81 

(equivalently 60 2 tit+., 5 61 ). Taking 60 = 4S”(600) and E7 = 30 GeV, we have 

01 = 164.40(158.00). For the three observed events we have obviously CY,,~ = 1.O 

We show that all of the four models End it hard to reproduce this value. 

We organize the paper as follows: In Section 2 we present the basic formulas 

and the numerical results of the angular distribution dI’/dE,d cos Ol-‘lfor each 

type of models. Section 3 is devoted to discussions with a few concluding remarks. 

o The above mentioned data for the angler 8&, i.e. 14.4 f 4.0°,31.80 and 7.9O, are actually 

given in the $p c.m.r. However, we have checked that in the rest eyrtem of z”( or P,S) 
these rnglea satisfy the condition et- , I 30° which is within the interval O” - 45O we have 

med. Thus aerp remainn equal to 1. 
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----- 
2. Formulas and Numerical Results - 

The formula of the angular distribution for the decay products is given as 

follows: 

dl’i(ZO + L+L-7) = gIMi12Z&, (i = Z,ZZ,ZZZ) (2) 
z 

where Mi is the matrix element of 2’ -+ L+L-7, and 

6’(P - a - 92 - k), (3) 

with P, k,ql, and q2 being momenta of the Z”,7,t’, and L+, respectively. In the 

rest system of Z”-boson, taking the z-axis to be k’ and defining 6 = et-? equal to 

be the angle between z and fl, one can rewrite R3 as 

R3 = 
"%f;N~(l- z3)z3dz3d cos 6 

8 9 (4 

NI = (1 - t(L c0se))2’ 

The following dimensionless quantities are used: 

21 = %llojMz, 22 = 2qzo/Mz, z3 = 2ko/Mz, 

for which we have 
1 - 23 

21 = 
i - y(i -cOse)' 

22 = 2 - x1 - 23. 

(5) 

The corresponding formulas for the case IV : S or P 3 Z,q~t + 7 4 @C-7 GUI 

be obtained by putting i I&(’ 3 (MN I2 and Mz(mass of Z-boson)+ MS or 

Mp (mass offs or P) in Eqs.(2),(4), and (5). In the following we calculate the 
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angular distribution dI’/dE7d cos 6 and a for each case in order. The values of Q 

will be given in Table 1. The distribution in the angle cos St+.,: dl’/dE,d cos 6t+7 

can be obtained by interchanging 21 t+ x2 in the corresponding formula of 

dlY/dE,d cos 6t-7. 

z.zO -+ SOTP + 7 + t+c-7 

The possibility of enhancing the decay Z” --) @L-7 through an intermediate 

spin-0 partner to the Ze-boson has been discussed by many authors!-“ Assuming 

for the couplings: 

SZ(c, P)~(E, k) : iglF“‘elr~&ka, (64 

pz(e,P)db,k) : gz((eE)(Pk) - (ek)(EP)}, w 
where eb,@ are the polarization vectors of the Z” and 7, respectively, and 

s(Q)L-td~%z) : @ql)+ib-/&(q2), (7) 
we obtain 

IMr(S-boson)12 = gfa2Mi (1 - x3)4 

(1 - 23 - M;/M;)~ + M$r;/M;’ (8) 

lMr(P-boson)J2 is obtained by replacing gr + g2,a --* b,I’s(total width)+ I’p, 

and MS + Mp in Eq.(8). The simple model of the intermediate S- or P- 

boson encounters a criticizm’lP’ l m that it violates chiral symmetry and that this 

symmetry breaking unavoidably causes the strong suppression of the process 

Zc + S(P) +7 + @t-7. To avoid such difficulty Peccei has invented a model in 

which the Zc’ transition goes through a pair of parity doublet spin 0 states thus 

preserving chiral invariance. Is1 

Let us study the angular distribution for the models I. It is essentially 

determined by the kinematical factor Iv1 in Eq.(4), since lM112 does not exhibit 

any cos6 dependence. Thus Fig.1 calculated with E7 = 30 GeV and MZ = 93 
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----._ 
GeV ( we use these values for the models ZZ y IV as well). indicates that the 

models Z including Peccei’s one seem to be unfavoured by the experimental data.’ 

ZZ.2’ ---) girt + 7 --) L+L-7 

In composite models a large anomalous moment x to the Z”, different from 

the gauge theory value is possible.“” The possibility that the interactions induced 

by such 227 anomalous magnetic moments are responsible for the radiative 2 

decays have been considered in Refs. [8] and [9]. Assuming that electroweak 

currents are first class only, i.e. CP = +l gauge invariant coupling, we have the 

couplings of electric and magnetic quadrupole transitions 14 

z(e, P)&irt(e’, Q)7(&, k) : iex{fi(e'k)e'YPQQ,k,Epeu + f2(eQ)EPupaQpkv&peb), 

(9) 
and for the couplings, 

. 
zoL-t~l)L+(92) : sin *izos ew ‘(91)7U{ (sin2 ew - l/4) + :7s}V(q2), (10) -: 

as in the standard model, we obtain 

lW2 = qfd’(l - x1)(1 - x2) + Irzl”(l - x3){(1- xg + (1 - z2)2}], (11) 

where 
K (4~a)~x~x;M; 1 = 

2; + r;/M; sin2 ew ~09 ew { (sin2 ew - f,l+ $1. 

l Lindfors et al. in Ref. 6 have proposed a model in which mixture of 2F’ with a high-mass 
JPC=1-- toponium state V(tf) is produced and this V(G) subsequently decays into a 

Higgr particle and a photon: V(tE) + II + 7 with 13 -+ f+L’. They also considered the 

distribution W(cos8) in the angle between C’ and 7. However, their conclusion regarding 

the angular distribution is misleading, since it is based on the incorrect formula for W(cos 0) 

comrponding to our formula (4). 
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-- .-._ 

The angular dependences of the fI.rst and the second terms: - 

%,I = Nr(l- x1)(1 -22), (124 

&1,2 = R{(l - zd2 + (I- x2))}, NJ) 
are separately shown in Fig. 2. Clearly both terms are peaked at 6 large and 

hence no choice of fr and /2 can make the model to be compatible with the 

present data. 

zzz.z" -dt!'+lP -*1+t-7 

The attempts to describe the anomalous radiative Z-decays by means of 

an excited lepton”” as intermediate state are those listed in Refs. (81 and 

[lo]. Taking excited quarks as spin l/2 objects we assume the following 

phenomenological effective Lagrangian for the interactions between the excited 

lepton L’ with mass m, and the photon and the Z”: 

LZOt’~ = $- &d”F~z)(az - 7sbz)h + h.c., 
l 

(134 -: 

w 
where F, and FE) are the field strength tensors of photon and Z”-boson, and 

cri and bi(i = r,Z) are dimensionless coupling constants. We assume the CP 

invariant couplings, i.e. q and bi are real. Then straightforward calculation 

leads us to 

lhz12 = 
4w2 2 2 

r2 h7gzte$ + 4azbza7b7S - 2r(& - @(at - b$T}, (14) 

where 

R = (l-21 - t)2 
1-x1 [(l - 4243 - 2x1) + r(221z3 - (1 - 22)}] + (xl * x2), (Isa) 
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-- - _-__ 

s = (1 - 21 - r)2 
l--l* [(l - z&1(3 - 221) - r{2zrzs-- (1- x2)}] + (21 ++ zz), (156) 

T = (1 - 21 - ,;(I - 22 - r) [-z2~2d1--2d+~2(~-~2)-~2(~-=2)}+(1-2~)(1--22)], 

(154 

In Fig.3 the angular dependences for R, S, and T, multiplied by NI, are plotted. 

From I’(Z” + e+e*- + e-e*+) = 15 MeV and using 

r(z”+lP+ll*)= 2e2g~,.cMz(l - r)2(~ + 24 
24Tr 7 (16) 

one has with m, = 80 GeV:“’ 

e2 
zgif.f H 0.45 - 10-5(GeV-2], 

l 

e2 
$.L7 = 10 -4e2[GeV-2]. 

l 

(17) 

gi.L7 is calculated using the W-dominance and 7-W mixing.‘“l These values are 
consistent with the present experimental limit obtained from e+e- + e+e-,77 

and c(+fi- . ‘lrl The (g-2) measurement of electron and muon, and also the electric 

dipole moment of electron imposes the following relation: IT1 

Q7 =b7, taz=bz% 
Ql 

08) 

Using Eqs. (17) and (18), we have calculated dl?/dE7dcos et-,, for mr = 80 GeV 

(see Fig. 4). From Figs. 3 and 4, we see again that the models of type ZZZ seem 

to fail in explaining the angular characteristics of the three FL-7 events. 
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Among various other explanations’“’ we also consider the mechanism due 

to S or P(- 93 GeV) + ZoS.~t + 7 + tit-7, suggested by Veltman’lll in the S- 

boson case and by Marciano’11’ in the P-boson case as the source of the anomalous 

PC-7 events. Assuming for the relevant couplings: 

S(P)~(e,Q)r(Q) : a{(ee)(kP) - (ek)(cP)}, w-4 

p(p)p(e, Q)r(+) : hflwkpe~Ppe:, w 
and Eq.(lO) for Z’L+L-, we obtain 

IMN (S-boson) I2 = c[~~22((1-~~21)21+(1-ILs~2)~23-~(~-crsz1~(~-~s~2~1, 

(20) 

C= g;M: 
sin’ ew ~0~2 ew 

{ (sin2 ew - a,, + $1 

where ps = Mz/Ms H 1. The formula for [MN (P-boson)12 can be obtained 

from Eq.(20) by replacing g2 --* gr, MS + Mp, and C(S + c(p = Mz/Mp. In 

Fig.5, we display the angular dependence of 

Nzv = Nz[~3{(1- x1)x1 + (I- 22)22} - 2(1- a)(1 - Z2))’ (21) 

The models IV again cannot be made compatible with the data. 
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3. Conclusion - I 

In this paper we have performed the study on the angular distribution of the 

anomalous FL-7 events, employing the representative four types of models. All 

of the four models predict that leptons are produced prominently with large angle 

with respect to the photon. On the contrary, the few observed events indicate 

that one of the leptons is produced rather in the “forward” direction while the 

other one in the “backward” direction. In Table 1 we list the comparison of the 

asymmetry a of Eq.(l) with the data. We see that all of the four models seem to 

fail to provide explanation for the angular characteristics in the observed three 

events. 

Now the following comments are in order: 

i) The invariant mass distribution dI’/dm& reflects the distribution in the 

angle et7 as well, since one has the relation 

dI’/dm& = -(2/M;x3N#F/dcos tJL7. (22) 

However, the angular distribution together with the “forward- backward” asym- 

metry Q defined in Eq.(l) makes it more convenient in dealing with the scarce 

experimental data. 

ii) Of course, more statistics has to be accumulated to arrive at any firm 

conclusions. This statement should be true as well to the contributions from the 

bremsstrahlung processf1’1 and the possible contributions from the interference 

between the bremsstrahlung and any one of the four mechanisms. 

In concluding, let us emphasize that the study on the distributions in the 

angle between the decay products in the tit-7 events impose strong constraints 

on any model attempting to explain the anomalous tit-7 events and hence such 

study in the future experimentation will provide invaluable informations on the 

underlying dynamics of the anomalous phenomena 
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-.- -- -- 

angle experiment model I 

80 = 450 1 -0.79 

00 = 60’ 1 -0.6 

model II’ model III- model N 

-0.91 -0.39 -0.77 

-0.72 

-0.90 -0.05 -0.54 

-0.46 

Table 1. Comparison of the predicted values for the “forward-backward” 

asymmetry CK with the data ucrp = 1. W ith 80 = 4S”(600), we have 81 = 

164.4°(158.00, resp.). 

*) The upper(lower) values correspond to the ones obtained with fl - (Is-) 

term only in Eq.(ll). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS . - 

1. The c-8 dependence of NI = {l - (q/2)(1 - ~0~6))” in ‘Eq.(4), with 

ET = 30 GeV and Mz = 93 GeV. 

2. The cos 6 dependence of Nfl,l = Nl( 1 - q)( 1 - 22) and NIIJ = 

W(l - 21)’ + (1 - 22)‘). E7 and Mz are as in Fig.1. 

3. The cos 8 dependence of R, S, and T in Eq.(lS), multiplied by NI. E7 and 

Mz are aa in Fig.1. 

4. dI’lrr/dz~dcos8 for 9 -+ @  + p --) @Cr , calculated with mr = 80 

GeV and a, = fb7, az = bzb,/ta,. E, and Mz are as in Fig.1. 

5. The COSB dependence of NJV = Nr[q{(l - tq)tq i- (1 - zz)q} - 

2(1- q)(l- q)] in Eq.(20) (ps = 1). E, and Mz are as in Fig.1. 
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